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CURRENT STATE OF CGD INFRASTRUCTURE

- The past year has been a watershed in India's CGD sector, with a large number of licences awarded in Rounds 9 and 10. The industry's response was overwhelming for both the rounds. Upon successful completion of the CGD projects in the areas awarded, 70 per cent of the country's population will have access to the CGD network, covering 53 per cent of the total geographical area (GA). This has been enabled by a slew of long-pending amendments to the bidding criteria. The amended regulations have addressed most of the sector's concerns.

- In terms of network, 1.5 million piped natural gas (PNG) connections and 497 compressed natural gas (CNG) stations have been added in the past 18-24 months. CGD operations have commenced in the cities of Patna, Daman & Diu, Bhubaneswar, Dadra & Nagar Haveli, Kutch (West), Amreli, Dahod, Dahej-Vagra and Jalandhar. Meanwhile, authorisations have been granted to 130 new GAs.

OUTLOOK, KEY ISSUES AND CHALLENGES AND INVESTMENT PROJECTIONS

- As per the planned works under the minimum work programmes (MWPs) of the GAs that have been awarded/issued letter of intent under Rounds 9 and 10, as well as the remaining areas that were issued during Rounds 2-8, but are yet to find takers, an investment of about Rs 2,868 billion is required. This is expected to be mobilised during the next eight to ten years.

- The investments will be diverted towards the development of the network comprising over 8,000 CNG stations, 42 million PNG connections, and 174,000 inch km over steel pipeline. This calls for capacity augmentation by auxiliary industries such as EPC contractors, pipe and meter manufacturers, and technology providers. Meanwhile, if the ambitious scale of works is not delivered by the winning entity, it may drive consolidation in the sector.

- There are several business risks in the development of CGD infrastructure. While some are owing to the nature of the CGD business (such as high capex, slow volume buildup, poor pipeline connectivity), others relate to the crucial aspects of gas allocation to CGD as a preferred sector. The Gas Allocation Policy, if changed, will impact the viability of entities that rely on domestic gas to meet most of their gas requirements. Going forward, gas demand from the CGD sector is expected to reach about 47 mmscmd by 2022-25. The share of R-LNG and domestic gas may be almost equal as per industry experts.

- That said, the legacy issues related to gas availability, slow volume buildup, land acquisition and clearances, and sluggish pipeline development have to be addressed. On the tax side, the inclusion of CNG in the goods and services tax (GST) regime may be expected.
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